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Larger Word• 
Reginald Haygood, l•t Place (Tie) 
Poetry 
you are SEEING WORDS 
a WORD is a written CHARACTER 
constructed on a SOLID object 
each CHARACTER stimulates a DISTINCT 
mental actlVITY 
a distinct MENTAL activity is DIRECTED thought 
directed thought is reasON 
reason distinguishes TRUTH from illusion 
truth is conFORMITY to reality 
an illusion is an IMAGE which, as compared 
with the REAL object REPRESENTED BY IT 
has a deceptive character 
an object is REAL when it has an EXISTENCE 
of its own 
existence is being 
being is substance WITHIN nature 
nature is a COLLECTIVE ABSTRACT term 
for the entire universe 
the universe is the aggregate of all existing THINGS 
in ORDER to exist in actuALITY a thing must be 
defined by concrete limits 
concrete is opposed to ABSTRACT 
the universe is defined BY AN abstract term 
thereFORE concrete is abstract 
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